
OAA   LESSON 3&4                                                             YEAR 6
Learning Intention: How can you use a compass to give and follow directions?

I can use a compass to �nd di�erent directions.
I can use a compass to identify what direction you need to travel to get
from point a to point b.
I can use a compass to follow the directions I have been given.

EQUIPMENT:

Compass points reminder
(Resource 1)
Route card (Resource 2)
Compasses
Cones/labels to mark 
points around school
Chalk
Tennis racket and ball

WARM UP: To the point

Recap with the children what the 8 compass points are (Resource 1). 

Children in pairs - they are to create the 8 points of the compass with cones,
or spots. Place the points roughly 2 metres apart.

Player A stands in the middle of the compass. 

Player B calls out  a compass point e.g.  “South-East,”
 and Partner A is to sprint and touch the cone.  
Player A must always run back to the 
middle before the next compass point is
called.  Swap over after 5 goes. 

Make it harder: Balance a tennis racket and ball and run 
to each point - Linking learning We do this in tennis- 
returning back to the middle of the court 

Make it easier: Write down the compass points on the �oor with chalk

ACTIVITY 1: Finding North 

Now the children have recapped the 8 points of the compass in the warm up...

Give the children a compass (this could be in pairs or small groups) and ask them to �nd 
North. 

This should be recapping learning from year 5, but if necessary, remodel how to use the 
compass to �nd North.   

Once children have mastered �nding North, ask them to face di�erent compass directions to
ensure they have a secure understanding.
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Note: Before the lesson, the teacher will need to mark di�erent points around the school grounds.

Key Words: Control Point, Strategy, Check point, Boundary, 
Co-operate, Tactical, Inclusive, Decision Stamina



ACTIVITY 2: Where is it? 
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PLENARY 

Plenary: What strategies did you face in this lesson? How did you overcome them?

ACTIVITY 3: What’s the route?
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ACTIVITY 4: Create your own route

In Groups of 4, children to create their own route around the school.  This route will be given 
to another team of 4 as a challenge. 
They are to place a letter at each point for the other team to �nd- these letters will combine 
to form a word for the other team to discover
Write down the directions e.g.  South West 20 steps (letter S), East 50  steps (letter P) etc...  
Make it harder: Mix up the order of letters  and the other team have to work it out. 
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Strategies: How do you know you are travelling in the right direction? You need to stop and check which
direction you are travelling and where North is. This is a strategy to complete the task 


